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“Web Services are not a magic wand”. Several times

this month I have had conversations that brought this

phase to mind. Package vendors claim that just because

they have Web Services as wrappers they automatically

have a Service Oriented Architecture. We think not. What

they have is a set of wrappers. We examine this issue in

our report this month on Reuse in the J2EE environment.

Editorial
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The genesis of this report was a question

I received from a member who asked how

to overcome the limitations in the J2EE

environment that appear to significantly

constrain component sharing. I passed

the question around to several people

that I figured would have some deep

insight into this, and in the report I

reproduce in its entirety the reply from

Denzil Wasson from Everware, who

provided the right answer - that reuse is

difficult under any circumstances, and

that the key to successful reuse is to

have thought about the reuse strategy

right up front as part of the architecture

and design of the business component

or business service; deployment time

is too late.

This leads us to consider that there is

little or no difference in usability between

a component or a Web Service; what

the Web Service does is make the

management and configuration much

easier, yes I agree probably at the

expense of some performance, but the

usefulness and potential reuse of the

service remains a function of the thought

that has gone into the design and

architecture that drives characteristics

such as generalization, stability and so on. 

This conclusion is also re-emphasized

this month by Oliver Sims in the final

part of his marathon work on defining

Enterprise Service Oriented Architecture.

In this final installment Oliver suggests

localized efforts are unlikely to provide

instant gratification; what’s needed is a

process that will migrate or transition

the IT organization over a period of time

to what he refers to as an ESOA

Productivity Platform, which is a direct

evolution and productization of

Component Based Systems Engineering

Environment (CBSE). 

As has become customary, this month

we publish a combined CBDI Journal for

July and August. We do this to allow

vacationers to pack some thought

provoking material, and also for your

CBDI correspondents to have a small

vacation. This years summer Journal is a

real bumper edition, and we wish you

happy reading.

Regards, David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Web Services are not

a magic wand.
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By Jonathan Stephenson Hosted Services – what
does this mean?
The term ‘package’ has always conjured
up the idea of a box full of CDs and
manuals that have to be installed on
your server and configured by some
consultants, fresh from an $800 a day
training course. Over time the rich-
win32-clients have been replaced by
web applications delivered via your
browser but not much else changed.
When the fashion for ASP (application
service providers) was in vogue the
industry gurus talked about buying
hosted applications through monthly
subscriptions rather than software
licenses. The ASP model didn’t really

take off as spectacularly as hoped (by
the service providers) but it didn’t die
either. Part of the reason for the slow
take-off was the lack of really powerful
applications that could be delivered to
the web top (as opposed to the graphical
terminal which required no changes to
the application). As the main packaged
application vendors such as Siebel, SAP
and Oracle completed their web-top
versions the opportunities for hosted
solutions increased dramatically but
corporate users were already heavily
committed to their own server-based
solutions.

Some pros and cons of buying a solution
as a hosted package are as follows:

In this report we ask the question, is web service technology

the future for packaged application delivery? We examine

the implications for companies who may choose to

implement their own systems based on a hosted collection

of web services and compare this approach with buying

and installing a package. Web services offer an easy,

inexpensive, standards-based solution to enterprise

integration issues and mobile workforce collaboration.

As such we can understand why a hosted CRM vendor

might slap a SOAP interface on top of an existing API so

that third party developers and enterprise customers can

extend and integrate their package, but does this make it

a Service Oriented Architecture? We think not.

Service Based
Packaged Applications

Best Practice Report



The alignment of the

business model with a

service model creates

a more adaptable

applications architecture,

less reliant on proprietary

‘glue’ such as that

supplied in EAI solutions.
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architecture, less reliant on proprietary

‘glue’ such as that supplied in EAI

(Enterprise Application Integration)

solutions. The well-aligned service model

expresses the processes carried out by

the business as a set of self-describing

service interfaces designed for sharing

across business units and development

teams.

Web Service technology complements

Service Oriented Architecture by adding

the ubiquitous transport/protocol and the

platform neutral interface description

lacking in component architectures like

J2EE, .NET and CORBA. On their own,

Web Services cannot build you a SOA,

but without it you will never achieve the

four basic SOA bullet points of:

● Platform-independent interfaces

● Loosely coupled

● Discoverable

● Business level granularity

The last bullet point involves an alignment

between the business model and the

service model of an organization. If the

organization deals with books and

Web Service technology opens up an

interesting refinement to the ASP model

by allowing individual services to be

supplied over the internet on a ‘pay per

view’ basis. A company subscribing to a

hosted CRM solution may well need to

provide links to existing systems, or

alternative user interfaces that combine

data drawn from internal systems and

the hosted solution. In this scenario

Web Services provides a simple answer

to many of the issues raised when

considering the ASP model for

applications such as ERP and CRM. We

can think of the services provided by the

hosted package as an extension to the

Enterprise Service Bus of the company.

Before we look at some specific

examples of hosted service provision we

look at how hosted services relate to

Service Oriented Architecture.

Packaging SOA
SOA goes deeper into the enterprise

than simply exposing software functions

using Web Services. The alignment of the

business model with a service model

creates a more adaptable applications

License
Flexibility

Payment
model

Infrastructure
Demands

Upgrades
and system
management

The ASP model allows your user count to go down as well as
up and responds to the needs of the business both in up- and
down-sizing. Traditional licenses are generally not trade-able
and represent a loss when user numbers decline.

In theory, you pay as you go on a per-user basis rather than
all up-front. In practice ASP want some commitment from you
and may require a year’s contract in exchange for an SLA.

Server infrastructure to run the solution is someone else’s
problem, unless it, or the hosting company fails in which case
you really in trouble. You do have to provide bandwidth for the
network connection.

These are the ASP’s responsibility, and the economies of scale
suggest that it is better value to let the ASP handle this for a
greater number of solutions and clients.
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Service Based Packaged Applications continued...

Apart from some attributes of
AuthorRequest (explained in the WSDL
comments) it is clear from this what the
AuthorSearchRequest does and how the
message should be structured. Point
your development tool at this and you
can start making some experimental
calls to the service.

The business approach to application
provisioning that led to the wholesale
adoption of ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) and CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) solutions was 

dominated by the short-term goals
of individual business units within
organizations.  In general no thought was
given to building an enterprise service
bus; integration between packages was
either minimal or done with expensive
EAI (Enterprise Application Integration)
solutions. One of our major clients
described this as a ‘legacy’ only this
week. But does it have to be like this?

Designing The Enterprise
Service Bus
The nature of packages and other home
grown point solutions inevitably means
the services they expose, if indeed they
expose services at all, will not reflect the
service needs of the enterprise. For
example, a contact details service may
need to look at more than one CRM
package or client database to locate a
person’s details. So despite the claims
of vendors such as SAP or Oracle, the
services these packages publish should
not dictate the design of your enterprise
bus. Better to design a set of logical
services without the constraints of
particular solutions and implement the
enterprise bus by drawing upon existing
and new services as required. You will
inevitably have to build some custom
adapters for older platforms and out
of date packages with no web service
support.

The resulting enterprise services bus
leaves you with more flexibility to imple-
ment different packages and to incorpo-
rate new packages if mergers and acqui-
sitions take place.

The Hosted Service Model
The enterprise service bus is a logical
construct that cares very little where or
on what platform a service provider runs.
The enterprise service bus may be forced
to consume several different CRM
solutions – so the logical next step is to

authors one would expect to find services
that relate to books and authors. The
‘discoverable’ bullet implies that to use a
service I don’t need a manual, the service
will have a machine- (and developer)
readable interface specification, i.e. a
WSDL file. To illustrate my point, take
a look at http://soap.amazon.com/
schemas3/AmazonWebServices.wsdl
where you find a complete description of
Amazon’s Web Services, which also
serves as a concise description of their
whole business model. Here is an
extract:

<xsd:complexType name="AuthorRequest">

<xsd:all>

<xsd:element name="author" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="page" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="mode" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="tag" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="type" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="devtag" type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="sort" type="xsd:string"

minOccurs="0"/>

<xsd:element name="locale" type="xsd:string"

minOccurs="0"/>

<xsd:element name="keywords" type="xsd:string"

minOccurs="0"/>

<xsd:element name="price" type="xsd:string"

minOccurs="0"/>

</xsd:all>

</xsd:complexType>

<operation name="AuthorSearchRequest">

<input message="typens:AuthorSearchRequest"/>

<output message="typens:AuthorSearchResponse"/>

</operation>

<operation name="ArtistSearchRequest">

<input message="typens:ArtistSearchRequest"/>

<output message="typens:ArtistSearchResponse"/>

</operation>

<operation name="ActorSearchRequest">

<input message="typens:ActorSearchRequest"/>

<output message="typens:ActorSearchResponse"/>

</operation>
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pay someone else to run the solution as
a set of services. A user interface,
designed to exactly match the business
requirements may consume the services
provided by the service bus, leaving a
central EIS department a free hand to
choose the most efficient service
provider.

SalesForce.com inc. has been selling
their CRM solution as a hosted Web
application for some time. More recently
they opened up their API as a set of Web
Services in order to allow developers
to create their own extensions to the
functionality and to provide alternative
user interfaces. We looked more closely
at the developer kit to see just how easy
it would be to build a service bus that
included CRM services provided by
SalesForce.com1.

SalesForce.com Inc
To get a quick idea of the breadth of
the CRM functionality provided by

Salesforce.com we listed the main
business objects supported by the API.
The list opposite of about 20 main entities
allows it to track contacts and tasks for
a sales force and to manage marketing
campaigns

You can create a test account and try out
the application at www.salesforce.com
where you will find a well designed and
easy-to-use web application that fills
the basic requirements for contact/sales
tracking, marketing and campaign
management. But the innovative twist,
and the point of this report is that the
public API allows you to integrate and
extend the functionality using any
development tool you choose using
SOAP web services or XML-RPC. XML-
RPC by the way was the forerunner and
simplified version of SOAP pioneered by
the developer community before the
standards committees got hold of the
idea and came up with the much more
complex SOAP standard.

Figure 1: Designing the Enterprise Service Bus
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Service Based Packaged Applications continued...

difference between Web Services and
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture).
Salesforce.com is Web Services without
SOA; Amazon combines the two and I
know which one I would rather develop a
system for.

Conclusions
Our approach to building the Enterprise
Service Bus as a logically separate layer
from the services provided by packages
and applications has been emphasized
by SalesForce.com’s Web Services that
have shown just how inappropriate and
unusable a Web Services can get.
Before starting down the SOA road, we
recommend you plan on the following:

● Design the ‘to be’ enterprise

service bus without any reference

to specific packages or existing

solutions

● Beware the package vendor

bearing gifts of Web Services and

SOA – these are useful interfaces

but should not form your enterprise

service bus

● A well-designed service should

map to your business model and

make sense to other potential

consumers of the service

● Technical APIs do not make good

services

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

1. Salesforce.com www.salesforce.com

The SalesForce service bus described by
their WSDL document has none of the
business service format we saw at
Amazon. Here are the operations
described in their WSDL:

<operation name=" describe ">

<input message=" s0:describe " /> 

<output message=

" s0:describeResponse " /> 

</operation>

<operation name=" insert ">

<input message=" s0:insert " /> 

<output message=

"s0: insertResponse " /> 

</operation>

<operation name=" update ">

<input message=" s0:update " /> 

<output message=

" s0:updateResponse " /> 

</operation>

<operation name=" delete ">

<input message=" s0:delete " /> 

<output message=

"s0: deleteResponse " /> 

</operation>

So their business is all about inserting,
deleting and updating entities in a
database. Their API is a general-purpose
database CRUD API that has no real
service bus. To make any use of it you
have to pass arrays of fieldnames/values.
The API includes the ability to describe
an entity, so that you can automate the
business of building a window or an
update map, but from the WSDL you can
actually learn nothing about their
business or the entities that are in the
business model. Using the entity explorer
supplied for .NET developers one could
quickly build a set of business objects to
encapsulate the various entities and
provide web methods for the CRUD
operations, but would this ever look like
a service bus?

What the salesforce.com API does more
than anything is demonstrate the

With the publicity surrounding their
launch of a web service interface to their
application we decided to check out their
developer kit and see what the ‘service
bus’ for a CRM system would look like to
the developer.

The .NET developer kit requires the very
latest .NET 1.1 and Visual Studio 2003
before it will install so if your hard disk is
getting full you will have to have a spring
clean. The SalesForce kit for .NET
includes an object explorer add in for the
Visual Studio environment which allows
you to drill down into the entities and the
attributes supported by the API. You get
an extension to the Help system which
describes the API calls at a technical
level and some simple code examples to
get you logged in and making basic calls.
Note that you have to tweak the SOAP
headers to include the session ID
returned from the login call.

The Java developer kit is more
rudimentary. You get a sample Java
application which compiles with JDK 1.4
by running the .BAT files provided. A PDF
file describes the API. Despite the strong
emphasis on partnership with BEA on the
web site, WebLogic (and WebSphere,
Jbuilder, etc) developer kits are still in
preparation – the Java one will of course
do the job.

Once we had the developer kits installed,
what we found was a highly flexible and
potentially very powerful API which looks
nothing like what we call a service bus.
The approach taken goes completely
against the ethos of Service Oriented
Architecture and Web Services. Of
course, the enterprise service bus could
easily be layered over the top of the
SalesForce API. The API goes further
than a set of business services by
conveying page the layout and other
detail needed by developers to build
applications.
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By Oliver Sims Introduction
The first three reports in this series
introduced the central concepts behind
Enterprise Service-Oriented Architecture
(ESOA): the nature of web services with
mature and scalable CBSE for service
implementation, bridging from business
requirements to enterprise service
implementations, and scaling up to
federations of services. The fourth report
addressed agile production of enterprise
services: the “virtual platform” and the
“ESOA productivity platform” (EPP). The
former reduces the amount of technology
required in each service provisioning

project, the latter extends the scope to
embrace making the development effort
itself more productive. 

While all of these are necessary for truly
effective ESOA implementation, by
themselves none are sufficient. Applied
together, they are mutually-supportive
and highly synergistic. However, making
them so is not just a matter of throwing
them all into the ring and hoping that
something good will emerge. No, it
needs a focused process to weld them
together, in concert with an organization
that supports their application rather
than hinders it. Indeed, experience

Moving to an agile ESOA environment is not a simple task.

A major inhibitor is the effort and management focus needed

to plan and take the first steps towards the cohesive

holistic environment required. In addition, in-house efforts

to create the required “ESOA Productivity Platform” (EPP)

are unlikely to provide “instant gratification”. What is

needed is a process that will migrate or transition the IT

organization over a period of time to an EPP environment,

without impacting currently-planned and in-process projects.

This process must show benefit as soon as possible, and

must be phased such that go/no-go decisions can be

taken at appropriate intervals. The solution is a focused

transition program to move IT from its current state to an

EPP environment. This report examines such a process

and some of the key aspects of the transition.

Services Oriented Architecture -
Part 5 - The Transition

Best Practice Report

continues...
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suggests that the greatest inhibitor to
ESOA implementation is lack of an
appropriate organizational structure. 

The obvious question is, how do we do
that? A “big bang” approach is almost
certain to fail. This leaves evolution –
and so we need an evolution process
aimed at enabling the IT organization to
make the journey – or transition – to the
desired goal. 

This report first discusses the goal of
ESOA, and also ways of articulating the
“vision” at the start of a transition
towards the goal. Second, the EPP as
presented in Part 4 of this Report Series
[Sims4] is expanded slightly to emphasize
its focus on both the development
toolset and the run-time environment.
Third, we discuss how moving to ESOA
involves organizational changes, so that
the core concepts are supported by the
organizational structure rather than
inhibited by them. Finally, a process for
getting there is presented.

The Goal
The goal is agile provisioning of
enterprise services, and avoidance of
“legacy service” creation. “Agile” means
responsiveness and flexibility; that is,
not only can new or changed business
function be deployed rapidly in terms of
minimal impacts on existing services; it
also means that the development
organization can produce those new or
changed services quickly.

Two key factors are instrumental in
achieving this goal:

● A set of core concepts that show
the technical feasibility of the
goal. These should be articulated in
sufficient detail as to enable people
to say, “Yes, this can work, there’s
no magic.” The previous reports in
this series have introduced the
essential core concepts, which are: 

Services Oriented Architecture - Part 5 - The Transition continued...

- The ESOA blueprint – a design
for effective provisioning of
services through mature CBSE

- The bridge between business
requirements for services, and
the IT provisioning of them

- A service federation approach
which includes legacy systems
as well as workflow and business
processes

- A productivity platform to enable
a dramatic increase in the
responsiveness and productivity
for the developers who design
and implement business services

● A process for achieving the
goal – that is, for applying these
core concepts in the development
organization. 

Now the general process for making a
journey of any sort is as follows:

1 Define where you want to get to;

2. Establish where you are now;

3. Plan the first step;

4. Start.

Taking this as a model, the first thing to
do is to articulate the “vision” of the
desired end state. This includes:

● The core architectural concepts,
which together define the technical
vision

● Separation of concerns along
“product line” principles, to
produce an “ESOA Productivity
Platform” (EPP). [Clements][Sims4].

There are several ways to articulate the
vision, including a powerpoint presentation
with accompanying text, and a scenario
of what things will be like for developers
and project managers. In addition a
“target programmer’s model” is also
highly useful. This is typically defined
early in the transition process, and
comprises target component code and

Experience suggests that

the greatest inhibitor to

ESOA implementation is

lack of an appropriate

organizational structure.
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effort in working with basic tools, and
perhaps in customizing them, appends
additional effort grappling with software
technology, and of course with the
business logic of the services. Much
time is also spent in just understanding
the tool complexities as well as the
technology complexities. The EPP
provides a target platform as well as a
development environment that is tailored
and optimized to the ESOA. This
significantly reduces the time to design,
build and test services. As suggested in
the figure, intermediate benefits can
also be gained while developing the EPP.
Of course, whether these intermediate
benefits are realized depends on the
evolution process chosen.

Organization
Focusing on the development organization,
there are four major areas of concern:

● Service Design and Implementation

● The EPP

● The ESOA blueprint

● Development Goals

is often duplicated, so lengthening
development cycles.

Thus an important aspect of agility is the
provision, for developers, of a high-level
and fully-integrated build environment.
This implements and supports the ESOA
architectural style, so providing a design
and build environment ready-tailored to
production of enterprise services. Just as
the virtual (run-time) platform makes the
service implementations much simpler
than otherwise, so the design and build
environment – what could be called the
“virtual tooling” – makes the use of tools
itself much simpler for developers. The
ESOA Productivity Platform” (EPP) that
was introduced in the previous report
consists of the virtual platform and the
virtual tooling environments.

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the
EPP. Using traditional environments, a
development project spends significant

Figure 1

target development procedures. The
target code is the code involved in a
sample service implementation, written
with an eye to eliminating as much
software technology as possible. The
code is annotated to identify how things
work, and what facilities will be required
of the EPP to enable this code to run.
The target developer procedures should
be written with an eye to eliminating as
much work as possible from the
development process itself. This will
typically assume integrated tools and an
effective repository, thereby identifying
further function required in the EPP.

The ESOA Productivity
Platform
The previous report introduced the “virtual
platform”, which provides a high-level
run-time environment such that the
developer need have as little as possible
software technology to deal with. Now
let’s consider the job of a service
developer. When a service is developed,
as well as having in mind the virtual
platform upon which the service will
execute, the developer will use some
set of tools to produce the service
implementations. These tools provide the
developer with a build-time environment. 

However, current tools are often “point
solutions”, and are badly integrated.
They typically need to be customized to
support the things that the developer is
building. It’s a curious fact that one of the
least computerized parts of an enterprise
is often the application development
organization, and we find many
development projects each customizing
and integrating tools for their own
perceived requirements. We also find
that they invest in similar discovery
efforts, and produce much the same
solutions, which are lost at the end of the
project. In this way, much time and effort 
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Services Oriented Architecture - Part 5 - The Transition continued...

● Maintains the other three areas
focused on the goals of the
development organization (which
in turn must support the goals
defined for IT by the enterprise). 

● Ensures that the appropriate
provider/producer dynamics are
maintained between the other
three areas.

It might be argued that other elements
such as Process, Software Engineering,
Project Office, and Facilities (networks,
operating systems, email, etc.) are also
of key importance; and so they are.
However, experience suggests very
strongly that organizing such that the
four areas discussed have clear and
overt presence is a vital and necessary
aspect of achieving agile service-
orientation goals. In addition, experience
also suggests that the other essential
elements can be accommodated quite
happily alongside or within the four major
areas shown here. 

We deliberately use the term “area” for
these four elements. This is because
precise organizational structures can
vary significantly. But however the actual
organization might be arranged, it is vital
that these four areas are made very
evident as autonomous units, and that
they are managed as such, with the usual 

management prerogative of authority
over resource allocation.

Architecture
The ESOA area not only agrees and

articulates the core concepts, but is also

responsible for other areas of architecture

or blueprints. For example, Figure 3,

based on a real ESOA project, depicts a

service provisioning organization, and

shows the ESOA being responsible for

production of the following architectural

designs in addition to the core concepts:

Business Services Model – the set of

business requirements so far defined. In

general, it is advisable to accumulate

business requirements within one logical

model, so that overlaps of business

service function across different

projects can be resolved. This highlights

opportunities to re-use business services.

Note that in some organizations, this

model is the responsibility of the Service

Provisioning area.

Service Plan – the longer-term plan for

what services are to be provided. This

plan looks out one to two years, and is

used in scheduling specific projects for

the Service Provisioning area. Again,

this plan may be handled by the

Development Goals area. In this example,

Figure 3

Figure 2 shows how these areas relate
to each other. The Service Provisioning
area is responsible for the agile design,
development, and delivery of service-
oriented application systems to the
enterprise, including not only new
systems, but also such things as (the
business logic involved in) EAI, and in
business process definition and testing.

Service Provisioning is the customer of
the EPP area, which provides it with the
required high-productivity build and test
environment. It is no bad thing if the
Service Provisioning area is empowered
to obtain EPP artifacts from other
sources than the EPP. This keeps the
EPP area on its toes, as it must 
satisfy the requirements of the Service
Provisioning area, which will be motivated
by the demands of the enterprise for
responsiveness, time-to-market, etc. – in
other words, agility.

In turn, the EPP area is the customer of
the ESOA area, which is responsible for
the core concepts and for architectural
blueprints. They produce architectural
deliverables tailored to the needs of the
EPP area. In other words, they provide an
architectural service. It is no bad thing
for people working within this area to be
regularly seconded to the EPP and
Service Provisioning areas.

Finally, the Development Goals area is
the management function that:

Figure 2
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the maintenance and evolution of the
plan was delegated to the ESOA area.

Service Architecture – describes how the
business function provided by services
will be structured along CBD lines with
web service interfaces. [SIMS1] It defines
the logical distribution of application
service function, scalability patterns,
and the approach to customization,
globalization, and configuration. Note
that this key architecture is not given
directly to service developers. Rather it is
surfaced through tools that are provided
by the EPP area. Hence it is the EPP area 
that takes the architecture and makes it
directly usable by developers. When
such architecture is merely presented to
developers along with guidance about
applying it in some unspecified but
obligatory way, it is not surprising that it
very quickly becomes shelfware!

Infrastructure Architecture – the blueprint
for the EPP itself. The Infrastructure
Architecture is a “logical” model of the
virtual platform and the virtual tooling. It
is as platform-independent as possible,
following MDA principles [OMG] but this
time for the platform itself. 

Finally, for completeness, the operational
systems area is shown. This would be
defined by an operational architecture,
probably produced by the ESOA area.

At this point, it is worth interjecting a
note on architecture: An architectural
blueprint without a process for applying
and evolving it is not an architecture; it’s
shelfware. An architecture process
without a delivered blueprint is an
architecture where the deliverables are
still work-in-process.

Process for Getting There
It is pretty clear that a big bang
approach to ESOA implementation is

benefits from ESOA while decreasing the
risk inherent in any technology transition. 
It is also designed to demystify new
technology by setting realistic and
pragmatic goals and objectives. First and
foremost of these goals is to provide
value to the business throughout the
transition process.

ETP is a five-phase process or program
which can start tomorrow morning,
guides the organization through the
desired transition during which a number
of development projects will occur, and
which ends when the organization has
successfully completed the transition.
The phases are illustrated in Figure 4:

● Initiation – The goals of the transition
are defined, both in business and
technical terms. In addition, the
scope of the transition, the technical
architectures to be applied, and the
processes to be used are agreed.
Core concepts are introduced, at least
to the level where it can be seen how
they will enable goals to be achieved

highly likely to fail – and rather soon at
that! An evolutionary approach is not
only necessary but desirable. There are a
number of such processes; one that has
a track record of success was defined
some seven or so years ago by Guttman
and Mathews [Guttman]. It is a general-
purpose “migration” or “transitioning”
process that has been customized for
enterprise CBD and enterprise ESOA.
First we describe the process, and then
comment on timescales and overheads.
For present purposes, we call this
process the “ESOA Transition Process”
or ETP for short.2

Process for Migrating to ESOA
ETP is a customizable, comprehensive
“transitioning” process, for organizations
of virtually any size or industry focus. It
provides a practical route, starting from
where you are now, to the goal of an agile
Enterprise Service-Oriented Architecture
(ESOA).

The primary goal of the process is to
simultaneously increase the capability of 
an organization to derive business

Figure 4

2. We thought of calling it the ESOA Migration Process or EMP – but EMP also means Electro-Magnetic Pulse, which is what you get with a nuclear explosion,
and hence is more akin to a big bang approach!
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without magic(!). Specific foundation
deliverables are produced, including
a Strategic Transition Assessment 
Review, which defines an unresourced
plan for the following phase, plus a
list of actions that can be taken
immediately. This phase typically lasts
around eight weeks elapsed time.

The goal of the Initiation Phase is to
initiate the transition by defining the
ETP path, developing a transition
plan and identifying suitable initial
project(s), and achieving an overall
understanding of how the transition
will progress through a number of
iterations. By the end of this phase,
much highly useful information and
plans will have been produced, upon
which future decisions may be made.
In short, the first stage can be thought
of as defining what the transition will
do, and why.

● Concept – An initial project is chosen,
and during its development the various
concepts required for a full transition
are defined, implemented, and tested.
The EPP is substantially developed,
although not normally completed.
This phase, depending on the project
chosen, can take around six months,
and it is normally possible to see
value added by the end of this phase.

● Implementation – the ESOA concepts
and deliverables developed and tested
in the Concept Phase are rolled out
to a wider number of projects (perhaps
three or four) in parallel, so expanding
the skill base, and further enhancing
and cementing the ESOA concept
implementations. This phase can
start before the end of the Concept
Phase, and typically lasts around
twelve months.

● Consolidation – The lessons learned
during the Implementation Phase are
consolidated, and the full roll-out of 

Services Oriented Architecture - Part 5 - The Transition continued...

may help provide criteria for methodology
and tool selection). Essentially what ETP
does is to provide techniques and
guidelines for a rapid, goal-oriented
evolution to effective and agile service-
oriented design, implementation, and
organization.

How Long, and How Much?
As described above, a transition to
effective ESOA may take between
eighteen months and three years,
depending largely on the size of the
organization. However, benefits can
often be seen within six months or so. 

ETP is designed to minimize disruption to
business projects. For example, the
approach to developing the EPP is
incremental, and relies on managed and
directed implementation within the
context of real development projects.
This is illustrated by Figure 5. Time flows
from left to right. Effort per service
development project is measured on the
left hand vertical axis. The dotted line
shows the target EPP capabilities as
defined in the Initiation Phase. Not
shown in the figure are the projects
which, in the initial phases, will not be
part of the ETP.

The real question is, what’s the overhead?

Well, a mature ESOA environment is
one where many artifacts are used in
common across development projects.
These artifacts are deliberately integrated
and focused on making life as simple as
possible for the service developer.
Instead of each project doing their
own thing as regards glue code,
methodologies, metrics, and tools setup,
integration and customization, these are
all done once by people with the most
appropriate skills, and used by all
involved in service provisioning projects. 

The result is that the time per project at
the end of the ETP is substantially less

the ESOA approach is planned. This
will include education and training
programs. This phase takes around
two or three months to complete.

● Replication – The ESOA development
capabilities acquired in the
Implementation phase are rolled out
to the full development organization.
This phase clearly depends on the
size of the organization. In an IT
organization of say 400 developers,
this can take in the order of twelve
months.

In this way, the ETP starts by identifying
one or perhaps two of the currently-
planned projects to “pilot” the transition.
Real production-strength deliverables
will be produced, but the chosen
projects are used as the vehicle for the
Concept phase. Other parallel projects
are not affected, and continue as normal.
Subsequently, the ETP expands to cover
more projects as the EPP is progressively
developed over time.

The timescales given are for medium-to-
large IT development organizations, and
can vary significantly depending on
circumstances. Some transition programs
can complete within fifteen months,
others take longer, perhaps up to
three years.

Each phase measures against success
criteria defined in the Initiation Phase,
and ends with a go/no-go decision for
the next Phase, so that IT management
can control the pace and direction of
the transition. 

While ETP helps identify the most
practical path for a transition, it does
not restrict an organization in the
development methodology or tools
adopted. In general, any of the generally
accepted methodologies and tools
can be supported (although the core
concepts, such as application of MDA,
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than at the beginning. However, in the
first two phases (Initiation and Concept),
an overhead is incurred in prototyping,
beginning to build the EPP, and in skills
acquisition. In addition, the first project
chosen to “pilot” the transition may
take longer than it otherwise would.
Depending on the precise situation, the
Initiation and Concept phases can incur
an overhead of ten people (including a
transition manager), plus perhaps two
or three consultants knowledgeable in
ESOA and the transition process and
implications. On the other hand, members
of the first project will gain valuable early
experience and skill.

The net result, over the life of the
transition, is likely to be at worst a
break-even in terms of resources –
except that by the end of the transition,
the productivity per project will be
much higher, and the development
organization’s responsiveness and
flexibility will be considerably greater
than at the start. In addition, the added
protection against technology change
should prove valuable in lessening
resource usage.

Figure 5
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Best Practice Report

By David Sprott

Reuse has always been difficult. Well designed components

can make reuse easier because the dependencies are

reduced, but in the J2EE environment there are still issues

around configuration and deployment which make life

difficult. One member asked us to comment on how to

resolve these. In this report we provide a particularly

thorough answer verbatim from Everware Inc. and then

go on to discuss the issues and how they relate also to

Web Services. 

Component and Service
Reuse in the J2EE Environment

Introduction
A CBDI member recently asked me a
really interesting question on the issue of
practical component reuse in the J2EE
environment. This question interested
me because real reuse of business
components has been a perennial
question for as long as I can remember,
and also because many of the issues
apply equally to Web Services.

In this report I am going to commence
with a Q & A. The question was asked
by a CBDI member that shall remain
anonymous, and I am reprinting in full the
excellent answer from Denzil Wasson
from Everware Inc1. I would like to thank
Denzil for the thought he put into this.
Then I will consider the implications of
this Q & A and how this might also relate
to Web Services. Note this question was
asked about J2EE, and in this report we
focus on this environment.

CBDI Member Question:
As you know, I’m sure, there are some
serious shortcomings in the J2EE

specification when it comes to sharing
components across multiple EARs. This
is especially true when you are talking
about real-world business components
that have backend database or business
logic implementations that preclude
version drift. In other words it would be
impractical to allow different versions of a
business component to live in each EAR
that consumes it.

So, if one were to follow the letter of the
J2EE law, every time something changed
in the common business component,
every EAR that consumes it would need
to be redeployed. In the examples that
one reads about, this does not sound too
serious, because they speak of perhaps
two application EARs that consume a
common business component. In the real 
world, however, every EAR may consume
the Customer component, for example.

The standard recommendation in the
above case is to create an EJB for the
common component (no problem there)
and include the Client JAR in the
consuming EAR. On the surface that is 

1. Evenware Inc. www.Evenware.com
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fine, but quite a bit of performance
overhead is introduced by this approach.
There are also a variety of issues
involving the class loaders and circular
references, etc.

Everware Response
As with any given platform/paradigm,
there are pros and cons with J2EE and
the sharing of software components and
libraries. J2EE’s encapsulation of affiliated
objects into an enterprise archive (EAR)
for deployment is certainly beneficial
from a configuration management
perspective, since associated objects
are clearly defined. Where outside
components are referenced, there will be
some kind of interface definition or proxy
present (e.g. Client.jar).

There are a couple of points when it
comes to re-using enterprise components
that are worth emphasizing/re-iterating:

● We are assuming the re-use of
large-scale business components
– components that are too
granular, will over time introduce
uneconomical management and
run-time overheads into any
platform.

● Components by their very nature
will tend to be fairly stable pieces
of functionality since re-use
requires a certain degree of stability
and predictability – a volatile
component is not likely to be
widely re-used and may have been
factored out of the architecture
prematurely.

● Components MUST be accessed
via their published interface(s) and
coupling directly to component
implementation is NOT permitted.

● Components are independent (from
the consuming application) pieces
of software that should be able to
be independently deployable.

● For the purpose of this response
we assume that the business
components are implemented
using EJB(s).

A couple of additional thoughts on J2EE
architecture in general:

● Given that an EAR file should
represent a unique application, it is
unlikely that the quantity of EARs
within a typical organization would
become unmanageable. (Typically
we are talking tens of EARs rather
than hundreds)

● Even if we assume that components
may be packaged in EARs, the
previous point still holds because
as stated above we are assuming
large-grain components (i.e. a
component will be comprised of
multiple EJBs)

A couple of thoughts on versioning:

● With the publication of components
(and associated implementations
and interfaces), there comes a
responsibility of backward
compatibility or at least the creation
of automated upgrade/conversion
routines. Thus allowing component
consumers to focus on interface
definitions and not be concerned
about backend implementations or
underlying data storage schemas.

● A well architected component will
typically support multiple interfaces
(different versions) over time and
although older interfaces may be
depreciated they should still
function, allowing existing
consuming applications to decide
on a case by case basis whether
they need to upgrade their calls to
the new interface or not (based on
requirements). This approach will
still allow the component to evolve
with additional functionality.

Other thoughts

● The concept of encapsulation is
not new and is simply progressing
to larger and larger granularities.
However the power afforded by
the abstraction achieved comes at
a price. Even the lowly function/
subroutine call, although providing
us the benefits of abstraction,
brings with it an overhead at
runtime (of course assuming that it
is not converted to in-line code
through compiler optimization).
Thus the balance between
execution speed and the benefits
of encapsulation will still need to
continuously be addressed by
architects.

So with some groundwork in place let's
respond directly to the problems posed:

Q: As you know, I'm sure, there are
some serious shortcomings in the
J2EE specification when it comes
to sharing components across
multiple EARs

A: Yes there are some existing
shortcomings, however:

1. These problems are not unique to
components and also apply to the
re-use of code libraries such as
XML parsers.

2. J2EE is still an evolving platform and
progress is being made with respect
to facilitating consumption of
components while still maintaining
their deployment independence –
for example, the introduction of local
interfaces in J2EE 1.3

3. Most platforms exhibit some limitation
when it comes to truly sharing
components.

Q: This is especially true when you
are talking about real-world
business components that have
backend database or business

continues...
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logic implementations that
preclude version drift. In other
words it would be impractical to
allow different versions of a
business component to live in each
EAR that consumes it.

A:
1. A component by definition will never

preclude “version drift”. The fact that
there are backend databases etc
implemented by the component is
irrelevant since the implementation is
“invisible” to the consumer, and as
stated above the publisher will ensure
compatibility. The encapsulation of the
component ensures this invisibility
and the only time “version drift” is
precluded is when the consumer has
violated the fundamental concept of
consuming the component only via
the interface(s).

2. There should never be different
versions of a component deployed
within a single EAR, there may be
multiple interfaces supported by a
component but there should only be
one implementation – In fact, unless
different package naming was used
for each component version, it would
not be possible to have two versions
within a single EAR.

Q: So, if one were to follow the letter
of the J2EE law, every time
something changed in the common
business component, every EAR
that consumes it would need to be
redeployed. In the examples that
one reads about, this does not
sound too serious, because they
speak of perhaps two application
EARs that consume a common
business component. In the real
world, however, every EAR may
consume the Customer compo-
nent, for example.

A:.That depends on your approach to
component consumption, which in 

Component and Service Reuse in the J2EE Environment continued...

turn depends on your specific
architectural, management and
application requirements. A couple
of thoughts:

1. I would suggest leveraging local
interfaces wherever practical since
this preserves the deployment
independence of the component.

2. Remote interfaces would be required
in any event if the deployment had
common components on separate
physical application server nodes.

3. Since implementation is transparent,
each consuming EAR is only
interested in interface change – Now
from experience, we know that well
architected components tend to have
stable interfaces and any changes are
usually additive rather than disruptive.
Hence, we only need re-deploy
consuming applications when the
interface is changed.

4. To re-iterate, a plethora of EARs may
point to architectural issues regarding
the granularity of applications and
components within the organization.

Q: The standard recommendation in
the above case is to create an EJB
for the common component (no
problem there) and include the
Client JAR in the consuming EAR.
On the surface that is fine, but
quite a bit of performance overhead
is introduced by this approach.

A:
1. Performance overhead must be

balanced with manageability.

2. Profiling the consuming applications
will indicate where this is acceptable
and where it is not. Then we may
consider a hybrid situation if required,
where certain applications hold the
complete component within their EARs
and others do not, thereby reaching a
compromise between performance
and ease of management.

3. Based on the assumption that the
components are implemented using
EJBs, we would have to use local/
remote interfaces to ensure that we
are using the component via the
published interface in any event. 

4. The Client.jar allows the use of local
interfaces, which significantly reduce
run-time overhead. (Although one
must ensure that the consuming app
and consumed component are indeed
local to each other, that is, executing
in the same address space).

5. In the event that the consuming
application(s) and components are
spread across several application
severs (address spaces), then that
would imply that the architectural
choice has been made that the
benefits of load balancing outweigh
the cost of using remote interfaces.
In order to reduce overhead in this
scenario, an affinity analysis is
required for those applications where
performance is critical. The results of
this analysis can then be used to
optimize component and application
deployment localities to ensure that
where required, remote interface
usage can be avoided in favor of
local interfaces.

Q: There are also a variety of issues
involving the class loaders and
circular references, etc.

A:
1. Class Loader issues are apparent in

the Java world where various vendors
have different approaches. These
issues apply to all Java applications
and are not specific to components.
With respect to components, one
would expect that the component
publisher is able to certify their
components for specific versions of
Application Servers and associated
JVMs, ensuring that class loader
issues have been resolved.
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upgrade path (for components with
multiple users) will be to create a new
interface. The risks are not just about
ensuring that the internal behaviors of
the upgraded component are unchanged,
but also that consumers of the component
have not modified their interpretation of
the interface specification to compensate
for behavior that is contrary to the
published specification.

2. In some cases circular references
may be due to bad design and
should be ‘designed-out’ if possible.

3. In the case of components, the
publisher should attempt to insulate
the consumer from facing these
issues through design, packaging and
deployment time options.

Conclusions
● No doubt issues do exist with the

J2EE specification.

● J2EE is evolving rapidly and we
may see some progress regarding
shared components.

● The architecture and re-use
strategy adopted by any given
organization will depend on their
specific vision, requirements and
constraints. I would not pre-
suppose a single solution for all
cases. We would have to establish
specific requirements to reach an
optimum architecture.

IBM's Take
IBM consultant Keys Botzum, addresses
this issue from the perspective of
Packaging and common code in the
J2EE environment. His analysis, which I
reproduce here as Table 1, provides a
good summary of the issues.

Keys goes on to discuss scenarios
covering issues around managing
production failure and coordinating
multiple release programs. I will leave
you to reference Keys paper for the
details of these, but suffice to say that
these are not new issues in the
component world. Microsoft battled with 
these same issues, which were often
referred to as DLL Hell, and in the end
formalized its preference for the side by
side pattern that assumes the default 

To further quote Keys, “The risks involved
with code sharing are not insignificant, and
are difficult to contain or even predict.”

Loose Coupling and SOA
Another candidate solution to the stated
problem, and in particular the J2EE
deployment constraints, is to implement
loose coupling between components

The common code development team only has to support one (or possibly two)
versions in production, rather than the multiple versions that could conceivably
exist if applications were bundled with common code versions. However, limiting
the versions that applications can use could contain this situation. 

The common code and underlying databases can change in sync. Since the common
code changes in all applications at once, it is easier to force database changes.

Fixes to the common code automatically apply to all applications. Of course, this
is mixed blessing.

Some small amount of disk and memory space is saved by not having multiple
copies of the same binary images on disk and in memory. Except for
extraordinarily large libraries, this is not a significant benefit.2

The benefits of placing common code in a common location and
thus sharing it across all applications are:

Backward compatibility is paramount. Since every application uses the same
version of the common API, it is nearly impossible to coordinate API changes.
Thus, the API must be very stable. 

Changes desired by one application impact all applications. This makes
introducing change very difficult. Application teams will have to coordinate their
development and test cycles. 

Fixes required by one application impact all applications. This creates the difficult
tradeoff between fixing one application quickly and the risks introduced by the
change in other working applications. 

Code on the lib/ext classpath is not reloadable. Thus, changes to it require restarts
of the application servers. Updates to EARs require only a restart of the EAR. 

The challenges and risks raised by sharing the code across
applications are:

Table 1: Benefits, Challenges and Risks of Sharing (Source IBM5)

2. CBDI would comment that this only covers the technical and development benefits – and misses the benefits to the business of ensuring that the same
rules are consistently executed, there is only one source of information, etc, etc

3. J2EE Packaging and Common Code, Keys Botzum, July 2002 http://www7b.software.ibm.com/wsdd/library/techarticles/0207_botzum/botzum.html
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using Web Services. Whilst there may
be performance issues, depending on
the application this may work in
many circumstances, and increasingly
organizations tell us they are planning to
embrace the Web Service protocols
internally and externally as de facto
standards, and will solve performance
issues.

However there is widespread
misunderstanding of the term loose
coupling. Most people automatically
assume that it means loosely coupled
technical environments. Yet just
because you are using SOAP and
WSDL to allow .NET and J2EE
components to collaborate, does nothing
to loose couple the business functional
and versioning dependencies. So
while technical interoperability and
configuration issues as discussed above
may be addressed by Web Services
protocols, they do nothing to address
real world issues of business design
dependencies. 

This is really the heart of the issue.
Everware’s response rightly guides us to
establish specific requirements to reach
an optimum architecture. What we
interpret this to mean is developing a
combination of business and technical
design that is fit for purpose. 

In designing a Component Based or a
Service Oriented Architecture we need to
consider much more than the technical
interoperability layer. We need to
establish design objectives, scope and a
management regime that are appropriate
to the usage of the deployed component
or service. 

Here we would refer you to recent CBDI
reports by Richard Veryard on Modeling
for SOA, and Oliver Sims on Enterprise
SOA, which look in detail at the
techniques to achieve these aims.

In Table 2 we provide some broadly
based guidance on the attributes,
characteristics and measures that may
be helpful to developing components
and services that are fit for purpose.

Component and Service Reuse in the J2EE Environment continued...

Conclusions
Reuse has always been difficult; it’s the
nature of the beast. The issues identified
in the J2EE environment are real but not
show stoppers. There are ways around
them. Web Services are without question
the way to go to achieve single instance
implementation, if you can live with the
performance. Many are planning to go
that way. However the bottom line is that
if you want to reuse and share, then
whether as a Web Service or tightly
coupled component you have to do the
necessary design work to stabilize the
functionality and API. You have to
analyze, design, and implement with
reuse in mind. Reuse is not a property of
component technology or Web Services,
they just enable at the technology level.
That is the easy bit!

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

With thanks to Everware for their contribution

Characteristic

The offered business service is designed in such a manner that many
consumers can use it, potentially in many different circumstances

Dependencies on other components or services are minimized.
The offered service implementation is highly independent.

Mandatory dependencies on other components and services by the
consumer are minimized. For example a Flight Reservation service
that forces you to also use a specific Car Reservation service, is not
loosely coupled in the business sense. Though that dependency could
be the result of poor service design, or purely a business decision,
either way flexibility for the service consumer is constrained.

Uses de facto or industry standard semantics and rules

Provider and consumer obligations are formally declared in a
contract specification model

Upgrade policy is an integral part of the component or service
design and contract

Measure

Stability

Horizon of change is minimized
Independence

Flexibility

Applicability
Conformance (with eco system,
sector, industry, de facto or de
jure standards)

Understandability

Upgradeability

Attribute

Generalization

Implementation
Dependency

Usage and
Collaboration
Dependency

Semantics and
Rules

Contract
based API

Upgrade policy

Table 2: Loose Coupling Design Characteristics
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By Richard Veryard Introduction
One of the paradoxes of the service-

based economy is the fact that the

growing availability of services doesn’t

always make things easier to manage. As

every manager (or parent) knows – it’s

often easier, quicker and more reliable to

do things oneself, rather than delegate.

And much of the resistance to the wider

deployment of web services comes

from a similar reluctance to delegate –

worrying that the potential economic

benefits of using services may be

outweighed by extra management costs

and complexities.

Much of the debate about the

manageability of service-oriented

solutions has focused on security, and

this remains a key issue. But security is

not a stand-alone requirement, but is

part of a larger manageability problem,

which also includes key issues of

management flexibility and control.

Some stakeholders talk as if they were

waiting for some magic solution to web
service security – or at least a “good-
enough” solution as security standards
evolve, and as security products and
features emerge. But even if security is
currently perceived as the “weakest link”
on the web service team, this doesn’t
mean that the deployment of web
services would dramatically increase if a
valid security solution became widely
accepted. What is more likely is that
many hesitant stakeholders would simply
grasp a different reason for delaying
progress. Security may be the tip of the
iceberg, but under the surface lie critical
manageability issues such as complexity
and flexibility.

Managing the Services
LifeCycle
IBM’s tools for managing the services
lifecycle link together in various
interesting ways, as shown in Figure 1,
from which a number of loops can be
identified. These loops are “closed” in

We recently surveyed IBM’s growing collection of modeling

tools, including software acquired from Holosofx and

Rational.  In this review, we look at the contribution of

WebSphere and Tivoli to the management of complex

networks of services.

Managing Services –
The IBM Story Continues...

Vendor Insight

Even if security is currently

perceived as the “weakest

link” on the web service

team, this doesn’t mean

that the deployment of

web services would

dramatically increase if a

valid security solution

became widely accepted.

Security may be the tip of

the iceberg, but under

the surface lie critical

manageability issues such

as complexity and flexibility.
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Managing Services – The IBM Story Continues... continued...

The WebSphere Business Integration

(WBI) toolset offers a loop for business

process management:

WBI Modeler supports the design and

simulation of a business process,

including workflow design.

WBI Application Server connects and

integrates an application from a defined

set of web services, and executes the

workflow.

WBI Monitor tracks the activities and

events within the business process, and

checks on key performance indicators.

WBI Monitor feeds live metrics

back into the WBI Modeler, with the

possibility of dynamic reconfiguration.

WBI Modeler supports the formulation

of policies, including security policies,

and positioning these within the

business process.

Tivoli for Business Integration
executes security policies.

Both Tivoli Server and WebSphere
Business Integration Server contain

workflow engines, either of which can

be used to execute the security

workflow.

Security and risk events are recorded

in a data store (the Tivoli Data
Warehouse), which can be interrogated

by third party business intelligence

tools.

Feedback – both direct from Tivoli and

indirect from business intelligence – is

available to WBI Modeler to refine

the business integration model and

associated policies.

Security Requirements
Loop

Business Process
Management Loop

WBI Modeler supports the design and

simulation of a business process,

including workflow design. Among

other things, this creates UML models,

which can be exported to Rose or any

other UML tool.

Rational Rose supports the design of

a software application from individual

components and (web) services. Rose

supports a wide range of web service

development environments, including

IBM’s own WebSphere Studio.

WebSphere Studio is the development

environment for web services.

WBI Application Server executes the

application web services.

Software Development
Loop

Figure 1: Managing Services – IBM’s Toolset Array

the sense that these loops arrive back in
the original tool – like a snake biting its
tail. But the loops are also “open” in the
sense that they are not restricted to
IBM’s own products.

At present, perhaps not surprisingly,
there are some overlaps between the
tools. Both WBI Modeler and Rational
Rose support UML modeling, both WBI
Server and Tivoli contain workflow
engines – and so on. Over time, we can
expect common components to resolve
these overlaps.

There are also some further potential
links between the tools. WBI Modeler
contains an XML Mapper and an Xform
Designer, but at present neither of these
are linked into Rational Rose.
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Business Process
Management
How does business process management
link to RUP? At step 8 in the business
process management cycle, the WBI
modeler exports UML models to Rational
Rose, in order to design software
components. It also produces XML and
Xforms, which are clearly relevant to
software development as well as business
process management.

Business Assets and
Identity Management
Complementary to a concern about
business processes is a concern about

business assets. The value of a business

is contained in its assets – which may

include such intangible stuff as brand

image or goodwill, as well as revenue

streams. The purpose of security is to

protect business assets – as well as to

protect the business from unwanted

liabilities – in other words, to maintain the

integrity of the business.

Security requirements therefore typically

start by identifying a set of assets that are

to be protected, and defining a set of

policies about access to these assets.

Early approaches to the security of IT

systems were often very crude, with

blanket security applied across a whole
Figure 2: Business Process
Management Cycle [Source: IBM]

Definition

Features/
Opportunities

Model and simulate
the enterprise
business processes

Graphical design/
redesign

What-If analysis

Integrate human-
and system-based
business process

Connect customers
and business partners

Workflow design

Interface design

Software development
& installation

Monitor the business
processes end-to-end
in real-time

Event tracking

Exception reporting

Manage and improve
the processes using
actual process metrics

Supports real-time
resource allocation

Table 1: Business Process Management Cycle [Source: IBM]

Table 2: Business Process Management Steps [Source: IBM]

1. Establish process modeling
methodology

2. Create the As-Is business process

3. Create the To-Be business process

4. Build business measures

5. Communicate and verify business
process model

11. Monitor the WBI Workflow process

12. Improve the business process

Monitor and ManageModel

6. Build the WBI Workflow model

7. Model the user interfaces

8. Build the object models

9. Model partner interfaces

10. Integrate and connect model

Integrate & Connect

continues...
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Managing Services – The IBM Story Continues... continued...

database, for a whole set of employees.

System administrators are now

accustomed to extremely fine-grained

access control – but of course this

produces a vast set of atomic access

policies. Besides generating huge

amounts of work for system

administrators, this also creates higher-

level management problems – if there are

so many fine-grained policies, it may be

almost impossible to verify the overall

integrity of security policies as a whole.

Although a system may initially be set up

with a relatively simple set of default

policies, this set may become more and

more complicated over time, as the

defaults are progressively overridden

and amended.

Figure 3: Access Management
depends on Identity Management

In Figure 3, the agent can be an

end-user, or a (web) service acting on

behalf of the user. Assets can be defined

at the service level, at the information

object level, or some other level. Thus a

user may be authorized to access (CALL)

a given web service, to access (CRUD) a

given database record, or to administer a

whole database.

For example, a customer of an online
bank may have access to her account..
Firstly, this requires proper matching
between the identity of the end-user and
the identity of the asset being accessed.
Secondly, it should also require proper
authentication of any device sitting
between the end-user and the online
banking system itself. (Otherwise, there
is the possibility of fraudulently inserting
a spoof service between the end-user
and the system, which emulates the
genuine service but also exploits the end-
user’s identity to perform other actions.)

Thus the access policies may depend
both on the identity of the end-user,
and on the particular service channel
deployed by the user. A user may be
denied access to some asset because
the channel is deemed insecure.

Identification of an end-user may include
some element of context - what role is
being played, what process/purpose is
being pursued. Thus it may be possible
to grant access to personnel records to a
given manager – but for example only
during the annual appraisal process.

Many websites allow customers to
express some simple privacy preferences
– tick this box if you don’t want to receive
details of future products – but this is
often represented solely as a byte on the
customer record. If the organization
wishes to respect the customer’s privacy
preferences, it means that anyone
developing marketing applications must
remember to look at this field. It also
implies restrictions on third parties
accessing the database. A large
organization that managed to do this 99%
of the time would be doing really well –
but of course it only takes one slip for the
customer’s privacy to be breached.

An integrated system of identity
management, access management and

privacy management, such as Tivoli,
allows you to capture the privacy
preferences of customers, code them as 
privacy polices, and enforce them
through access policies. This allows a
large organization to achieve much higher
levels of compliance with customer’s
preferences. Potentially, this mechanism
could be used to allow customers to
express more complex (e.g. context-
dependent) privacy policies. This also fits
well with the requirements of federated
identity and trust, where a customer may
wish to specify which of your trusted
business partners are acceptable to him.

It often makes sense for the asset to set
its own access policies. Where the asset
is a digital representation or proxy of a
person or company, then this would
suggest giving the person or company
access to these policies. Where the asset
is a web service, these policies can be
expressed using relevant web service
protocols.

There is a more general point here about
compliance. Large organizations are
faced with a growing number of
regulations and codes from governments
and other sources – from privacy policies
such as data protection and HIPPA, to
corporate governance policies. Each of
these potentially represents a significant
administrative overhead – and there
may be a considerable business benefit
from using web services and system
management tools to automate these.
Similar arguments have been used to
suggest that Basle 2 (new standards for
operational risk in financial institutions)
may encourage the use of web services
in the finance industry.

Policy Management
People generally don’t want to define
policies in technical language, nor do
they necessarily want to define policies
at the finest level of granularity.
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Considerable work across the software

industry has led to some progress with

expressing privacy policies in natural

language, and converting these into

some canonical form – P3P or EPAL.

Much of the emphasis on privacy has

been driven by key stakeholders such

as the European Commission. Other

aspects of security have not yet received

the same level of attention.

But if it is possible to use natural

language to generate and propagate

privacy policies, then we should expect

to be able to adopt the same approach

for confidentiality and other security

policies. For example, every joint venture

or partnership is faced with complex

security questions – how much do we

trust our partners, what do we share with

them. At present, the management

options are somewhat crude – either

we give our partners full access to

everything, or we only give them access

to specific items as specifically required.

Senior management wants to be able to

define a small number of high-level

policies, and be confident that these will

be propagated through the system.

Senior management does not have the

appetite – and may not have the aptitude

– to wade through large quantities of

fine-detailed but strategically critical

security stuff.

Differentiated Service
A web service can offer different levels

of service according to the level of

authorization. With the differentiated

service pattern, multiple service levels

are provided with the same interface.

Thus if a user’s security level is upgraded,

she may be able to view larger quantities

of data with exactly the same commands

and parameters. This can be controlled

by Tivoli access manager, which informs

the application of the service level.

While many systems set the levels of

authorization at the time of logon, it is

possible to control this dynamically.

Some systems may need to recheck

authorization periodically. Or perhaps a

customer’s authorization level may drop

if the customer has used up a line of

credit. This could be implemented by an

event-driven process that notifies the

security system, which in turn controls

the differentiated services.

Business Integration and
Technology Integration
IBM has published a simple distinction

between business integration and

technology integration (Figure 4), which

corresponds crudely to the division of

labor between WebSphere BI and Tivoli.

However, the subject of integration is

undoubtedly richer and more complex

than would appear from Figure 4, and the 

Figure 4: Business and Technology Integration [Source: IBM]

division of labor between WebSphere BI

and Tivoli is fairly complicated. There are

many joins between WebSphere and

Tivoli, as well as some significant

overlaps in functionality – for example,

both contain a workflow engine. There

are some exciting possibilities for further

collaboration between IBM’s range of

system management products, and we

look forward to future developments.

Richard Veryard richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com



By Lawrence Wilkes Introduction
Even though we are now moving into the
service era, CGI, one of North America’s
largest professional services organizations
is only now starting to see broader client
demand for componentized solutions,
in recognition that this will give them
flexibility in the longer term and some
reuse out of their investments.

A case in point is CGI’s FlexInsure
solution, which developed from an initial
engagement with ING Re in Denver,
Colorado, USA, who were looking for a
point solution. ING Re required a new
system that would give them the flexibility
to quickly introduce new products in a
changing market. It also had to handle
the administration of ING Re’s
reinsurance business, which involves
accessing data from different companies
and a multitude of sources. They had
completed a package selection process,
but as is common couldn’t find a one that 
seemed to meet their specific needs. CGI 

offered instead to build a custom solution
based on a component framework.
Given that conventional application
packages can be notoriously expensive
to customize it was this that at first
attracted ING Re, with a recognition of
the benefits of agility and reuse delivered
by CBD-based solution coming later.
The fact that by using this approach
CGI could deliver the solution at a lower
cost than competitors was also clearly
a factor.

CGI FlexInsure Solution
CGI prefer to build solutions in
collaboration with a client, rather than
build it themselves speculatively based
on market requirements. This is a
common differentiator between
professional services and package
vendors. CGI didn’t start with a blank
sheet however, and came into the project 
with their CGI Component Framework, In 
addition they used some insurance

In the hype surrounding Web Services and the industry

pressure to use a service oriented approach to system

delivery we shouldn’t forget the benefits offered by software

components and CBD. As a timely reminder, we report on

CGI and their use of Wyde Tools to deliver solutions for

the insurance industry.

Component Based Development
at CGI
Practical feedback from one of America’s
largest professional services organizations

Best Practice Report
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specific components built in previous
engagements. This framework is built
using the Wyde Toolset, a model driven,
technology independent development
environment. 

Taking this as a starter, they then worked
with ING Re to build a framework based
solution for the Life and Life Reinsurance
areas. Subsequently this has been
extended further and become a
branded product named FlexInsure. The
Flexinsure functional architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Having built the framework together,
portions of the implementation remain
the sole ownership of ING Re. As you
might expect this is typically components
that contain the business algorithms
that ING Re believe encapsulate their
competitive advantage.

CGI Approach
Putting aside the elements of the
framework that already existed, the vast
majority of the ING Re project was a
collaborative affair using an iterative CBD 
method that CGI have developed. As you
might imagine, a solution like FlexInsure 

Figure 1: FlexInsure Component Functions

contains thousands of elements, some of
it very fine grained. To manage these,
CGI take a number of steps that are
facilitated by the check in/out approach
provided by the Wyde multi-team
facilities. For example, 

● Only senior architects can change
the core components and the
lower infrastructure layers

● In higher layers (that reuse and
inherit from the lower) more
customization is allowed

● Their approach to component
reuse is

1. Reuse as is where possible

2. If not, customize through
parameterization

3. If necessary, customize by
amending model

4. Lastly develop new components

● Finally, new components have to
go be passed via senior architects
to make sure they are reusable

CGI have just undertaken an exercise
figuring out the levels of reuse they can
achieve. Their belief is that if they build
another solution in a similar business

area for the same customer they could
achieve about 60% reuse of the
framework. If it was the same Life
Insurance application but for a different
customer, then reuse would be as high
as 80%.

CGI now maintain the FlexInsure solution
as an independent product, which is
specialized and extended for each client
implementation. The framework is
maintained as a Wyde model. As well as
benefiting from the usual OO principles
such as inheritance, due to the model
driven approach used CGI is able to
customize solutions by remodeling,
rather than changing code which is
generated by Wyde. CGI believe this
approach has enabled them to be more
successful in keeping specifications (i.e.
the model) up to date, not because they
have forced developers to maintain
documentation, but because the process
is automatic. At the detailed design level,
elements of the framework are expressed
as procedural code, the benefit being
that the parsers in the Wyde editors are
able to reference the underlying model to
ensure the integrity and consistency of
that code with the model.

This seems to have paid off in ING Re’s
case, where they report that the new
system was:

● Delivered in 12 months at lower
cost than competition

● New functionality is now delivered
in weeks instead of months

And their strategy is now to use a
component architecture for all future
development.

Best Practice
In CGI’s experience, end-user
organizations don’t always have the
same level of motivation to properly
implement CBD as a professional
services organization or a product

continues...



vendor might do. This suits CGI of
course, who are focused on selling their
CBD best practice via their professional
services. They reflect CBDI’s own experi-
ence when they report that,

● Whilst the component concept is
now mature and provides a
powerful argument, there is still
not enough components to buy,
and very few componentized
packaged solutions or complete
enough frameworks

● Best practices are hard to come
by. Many professional services
organizations are still not
promoting CBD

● Just buying components isn’t the
solution. You need:

- A Framework to provide context

- A CBD method/approach

- And you must address the culture,
process, and funding issues

What about SOA and Web
Services?
CGI is driven by customers needs, and
demand for Web Service support and
Service Oriented Architecture are only
just emerging, primarily to support
internal integration requirements. 
Currently, CGI is working with ING Re to

Component Based Development at CGI continued...
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provide Service APIs to their insurance
solutions. The goal is for other
applications or web portals to access
FlexInsure data, not directly in the
database, but encapsulated by the
business logic of their solution. As the
first requirements are for internal
integration, CGI are initially providing
Service APIs in EJB or DCOM/.NET that
exchange XML data.

They don’t see any real issue adding
straightforward Web Services as it is
easy to add new higher level business
interfaces via Wyde for example, or to
convert an existing UI form into a Web
Service as they already use XML. Though
the generation of Web Service protocols
is not directly support by Wyde today, it
can deploy components to Web Services
enabled platforms where it is a minor
exercise to turn an interface on a
generated component into a Web Service.

Conclusions
We should not be fooled by the current
high level of attention focused on Web
Services into thinking CBD is in some
way passé. Web Services and SOA may
well be the better way to deliver
interfaces to enable solution assembly
and dynamic processes, but this does
not mean that we can in any way reduce 

the need to structure and modularize our
understanding of requirements and
implementations through the use of
components. As CGI demonstrate,
componentization is still the best way in
which software is deployed, replaced
and reused, which service providers will
continue to do for many years to come.

As well as following best practices in
CBD, it is also clear that CGI’s ability to
deliver a customized component-based
solution is very much enhanced by their
use of the Wyde Toolset. They report that
little time is spent by developers outside
of the Wyde Toolset and that it enables a
much faster evolution of solutions.

Finally, the relationship between CGI and
Wyde appears to be strengthening. CGI
will be distributing the new Wyde
Framework for new solutions where
FlexInsure does not make sense, and
they are also beginning to modify
FlexInsure to work on the Wyde
Framework.

Lawrence Wilkes lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com

We last looked in detail at the Wyde in May 20001 when the basic toolset had just broken cover and consisted of two main tools:

● Wyde Active Modeler (e-WAM) – The core set of specification and prototyping tools

● Wyde Deployment Solutions (WED) – Code and database generation, and configuration management

At the time we concluded that “in terms of completeness, Wyde still has some areas it should cover at the front end before
it can truly claim to be full life cycle. However, what is does do, it does well and its repository-based, model-driven approach
really can improve developer productivity and the quality of delivered applications, a fact born out by its customers.”

Since then a number of capabilities have been added, including additional UML diagrams, and a new specification tool
released this year that address those front end needs. Besides the normal tool upgrades and deployment options one might
expect since then, we were impressed by the following features.

What’s New in Wyde?

1. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2000-05/wyde.php3
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The Wyde Framework
The Wyde Framework consists of a broad set of development artifacts that is more comprehensive than many object 
frameworks due to the full life cycle nature of the Wyde Toolset. For example, the framework includes:

● Business Objects/Components – e.g. Client, Contract, Product, Service, Bill, etc.

● Standard Application Components – GUI, technical components and common business types such as dates/times,
multi-currency amounts, zipcodes, etc., together with typical behaviors.

● Business Specific Components – A small but growing range, currently addressing Insurance and Banking.

● Standard Business Processes – e.g. Create, Modify, Consult, Delete, Suspend, Validate, Version, etc.

● Business Patterns – Combine elements of above into multi-step processes.

● Product Factory – a set of contracts and services that support and effectively define a product, such as pricing,
subscriptions, billing.

● Some ready modeled sub systems such as a Rules Engine, Authorization System and Workflow Manager.

WSpecs
Designed for business analysts to collect requirements and communicate precise specifications to developers.
Notable features include:

● Active Specifications and Glossary. Though text based input is
used, the specifications are automatically hyperlinked and cross
referenced to a glossary, and relevant development artifacts.

● Working Prototypes. Because of the rigor and completeness in
the underlying model that is built, the specifications can be
interpreted as a working prototype, e.g. generating UI forms and
links between them dynamically.

● UML tools. WSpecs also includes a set of UML modeling tools
to build precise specifications using a graphical approach. The
same features above still apply.

This combination of tools should prove useful to business analysts.
As WSpecs is just another view on the underlying Wyde repository,
it ensures consistency between the specifications, and designs and
executables built in the rest of the Wyde tools. However, we believe
some non-UML based graphical tools would also prove useful such
as workflow/process modeling.

Wyde Framework Business Rule Engine
As well as the various components, the Wyde Framework comes
with a useful rules engine that enables business analysts, and
perhaps certain classes of users to create table and formula-based
business rules that can be maintained once deployed without
developer intervention. Developers are also able to define new rule
‘patterns’ that enable business analysts to use a simple declarative
approach to modify what may be a complex procedural rule.

Future Developments
As a final note, plans include

● support for Microsoft .NET and Web Services

● a graphical tool for workflow/process specification

● Wyde Life and Group Life Insurance package based on the
Wyde Framework. The project is currently in development and
will come out in 2H 2003.

What’s New in Wyde? continued...

Figure 3: Wyde Business Rule Engine

Figure 2: Wyde WSpecs
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Best Practice Report

At the recent WS-P meeting we discussed BT’s

Authentication Service as a good example of how Web

Services will radically change application architectures.

In this short report we document that discussion which

illustrates some important aspects of the SOA Process.

SOA Process – Case Example

By Richard Veryard Introduction
CBDI reported on BT’s Authentication
service in April this year1. BT has
developed a service called URU, which it
markets via system integrators to retail
organizations such as banks. URU is an
authentication service, based on identity
data. The initial implementation of URU is 

based on a national register maintained
in the form of a database by GB Group
PLC. A simple supply chain scenario
for URU is shown in Figure 1.

The Impact of Service-
Oriented Architecture
Viewing the URU service in the context of
a service-oriented architecture raises a
number of interesting questions.

Services and Web Services
Are all the services shown in Figure 1
rendered as web services? For its
part, BT offers the URU service as a
web service. Other parties in the
supply chain may use non-web-service
mechanisms if they choose – for example
if constrained in the short term by legacy
considerations.

Figure 1: Simple Supply Chain
Scenario for URU

1. The BT Authentication Service, http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-04/bt.php3
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continues...

With a proper separation of concerns, it

may be both possible and appropriate for

most developers to operate in this

encapsulated mode.

However, there are some important

responsibilities that cannot be properly

fulfilled in encapsulated mode. These

include the commercial responsibility,

the risk management and security

responsibilities, and the strategic

responsibility.

Probably the best known framework for

the separation of concerns for open

distributed processing is provided by

the ODP reference model (RM-ODP). In

this framework, the responsibilities cited

in Table 1 are included in the Enterprise

Viewpoint.

Complex Supply Chain
The supply chain shown in Figure 1

represents one possible scenario; it does

not cover the entire possibility space.

Alternative value chains/supply chains

can be created in the same ecosystem,

for example:

● Alternative suppliers of each service.

● Alternative paths – for example,

disintermediation and

reintermediation, as some players

get bypassed, while other players

find arbitrage or brokerage

opportunities.

Table 1: Responsibilities Requiring Broader View

Commercial
Responsibility

Risk Management
& Security

Strategic
Responsibilit

What is the value of this service? What is the value added
by this link of the service supply chain? Are we getting a
reasonable value-for-money from this service configuration?

Is the whole system vulnerable to attack, including
multi-channel attack and social engineering?

Is the value chain subject to alteration by the actions of
ourselves or other parties? In particular, is our role in the
supply chain vulnerable to disintermediation? Are there
opportunities for ourselves to bypass other players?

Encapsulation and Complexity-Hiding
Service-oriented architectures have a
number of potential advantages,
including increasing flexibility and
reducing complexity. Once a service is
defined, and an appropriate level of
quality is assured, the consumer should
be free to ignore any complexity
associated with the implementation of
the service, since this complexity is
hidden behind the service interface.
Conversely, the provider of the service
should be free to ignore any complexity
associated with the diverse use of
the service in different contexts.
Encapsulation implies that an interface is
opaque in both directions.

Big Picture – Enterprise Modeling
What about the big picture? Is it possible
to get a view of the “whole system” that
straddles multiple links of the supply
chain? Is it necessary?

Clearly, it is possible for the System
Integrator to use the URU service under
the BT brand name, without knowing
what other parties are behind this
service. Equally, it may be possible for a
bank to use the URU service under the
system integrator’s brand name, without
being aware of BT’s role. It is possible for
a system developer to create and test
the necessary links in an application,
simply by having access to the service
description (e.g. WSDL) and the URL.

Once a service is defined,

and an appropriate level

of quality is assured, the

consumer should be free

to ignore any complexity

associated with the

implementation of the

service. What about the

big picture?
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Brand

Knowledge

The value of the service may be affected by the brand name under
which it is operated. For example, we might expect an authentication
service under a well-known brand name such as BT to be worth
more than a similar service from an unknown supplier. This is
because such intangibles as trust, reputation and goodwill are
attached to the brand.

Economists use the concept of learning by doing – in which
experience in a business process feeds into innovation and
productivity. The knowledge generated by operating a process can
be regarded as an asset. Where a business process is shared
between stakeholders, there is some potential for conflicts of interest
over the ownership and subsequent exploitation of any knowledge
that is created.

sufficient value to justify the investment,
then the developer must be directly or
indirectly influenced by an understanding
of this value.

We want service developers to maximize
the value of the services they produce. A
developer must therefore either have
some direct notion of value, or be guided
by some other design principles that are
indirectly correlated with value.

Management of Intangibles
Management of a network of services is
not simply a matter of the performance
of the defined service, but includes a
number of intangibles.

Strategic Network Advantage
In a network, the dominant position is
typically in the middle. In the URU
example, BT has taken up this dominant
position. If the dominant player plays his
cards right, he may expect to get the
largest share of the cake. This economic
equation applies not only to the direct
operations, but also to the intangibles
referred to above, such as brand and
knowledge.

As we indicated nearly three years ago2,
the telecoms companies have a natural
advantage in the service-based economy
(although they have not always proved

2. Richard Veryard, Are You Being Served? CBDI Journal, July/August 2000.

● Different paths at different stages
of the lifecycle – for example
system integrator removing itself
from the supply chain after delivery
of the solution.

In general, the whole possibility space
may be impractical to represent in a
single diagram, without going to a higher
level of abstraction.

Distribution of Value
There are several stakeholders shown
in the supply chain diagram. If the URU
service represents value, then this value
will be shared between the stakeholders.
The distribution of value will be
determined by the commercial terms
(including pricing or transfer pricing) for
each intermediate service.

How are these commercial terms
agreed? A provider may offer a fixed deal
– but a large consumer may make a
counter-offer. In some cases, a regulator
may impose some constraints on
transfer prices or other terms. In short,
these terms emerge from a complex
interplay of regulation, negotiation and/or
market forces.

If the commercial goal of developing and
publishing a service is to create and
disseminate value, and to recover

Telecoms companies have

a natural advantage in the

service-based economy.
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Figure 2: A Service Oriented Maturity Model [Source CBDI]

themselves capable of exploiting such
advantages). We should surely expect
telecoms companies to be able to think
strategically about networks; and we have
not forgotten that it was the telecoms
companies that funded much of the early
research into service networks and
prepared the ground for the Internet and
the WorldWideWeb. Even though the
telecoms companies have had many other
difficulties of late, they have apparently
not entirely lost their initial head start.

EcoSystem Thinking
How does BT create a service such as
URU? Such a service requires a degree
of ecosystem thinking, which we have 
identified as a characteristic of an
SOA-mature organization (see Figure 2).

Process Points
This briefly sketched example raises a
number of points for the WS-Process.

Problem Solving. It may not be
necessary for the process to specify how
an organization generates the idea for a
service – there may be many alternative
triggers for identifying a service
opportunity. What is important is that an

and the attempt to include all possible
stakeholders and perspectives may lead
to infinite scope-creep. This makes
scoping (and if necessary rescoping) a
critical aspect of the WS-Process.

Conclusions
Services offered as commodities will
require very different approaches to
planning and modeling. The services will
need to be managed in a similar manner
to say telecommunications services,
where the network operator provides the
service through a variety of channels,
and will not have direct agreements with
a considerable proportion of the end users.
So issues such as network capacity
planning are undertaken on the basis of
statistical trends plus major contracts;
a process that telecommunication
companies should be well versed in.

The telecommunications service analogy
is a good one, and also applies to
intermediaries that are reliant on the
network SLA’s in order to strike contracts
upstream.

The process issues for web services are
complex. We may recall that it took some
key players a long time to recognize that
components were more than just objects,
and to accept some major shifts in
development and management processes.
So we may expect a similar delay before
the same players acknowledge that
services are more than just components,
and start to make the necessary shifts in
process. While many members in the
Northern Hemisphere will be enjoying a
summer break, the CBDi Forum will be
developing material for an important
initiative in the autumn. We are (as
always) delighted to receive any help or
suggestions from members.

Richard Veryard richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

organization has a systematic way of
evaluating and implementing such ideas.

Modeling. We need a diagram that
shows the ecosystem context for a
service. This is used by the service
planners, for identifying or verifying
service opportunities. It is also used by
architects, to confirm that the technical
service arrangements are aligned with
business service objectives.

Risk Management. One of the most
important risks to a service is that the 
ecosystem changes in ways that
undermine the value of this particular
service. Among the risks to a service
consumer is that the ecosystem changes 
in ways that invalidate the chosen
service architecture. The SOA process
must include some risk management,
which will (among other things) reference
a model of the ecosystem.

Scoping. The analysis of a business
opportunity and the development of a
solution require an understanding of a
moderately wide area, and the inclusion
of multiple stakeholders/perspectives.
But however broad the “big picture”, it is 
always possible to get a bigger picture – 
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